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This lecture aims at introducing the object oriented paradigm with the C# language. 
First, we give some simple examples of classes, and then we introduce the inheritance in C#. 
The class diagram of UML is used to give a graphical description of relations between classes. Several concepts have to be 
tackled along the lecture such as interfaces, abstract classes, virtual methods and events. Moreover, some basic classes of 
the .NET framework are presented (string, List&lt,T&gt, and LinkedList&lt,T&gt,). 

- - The examples are first given for console applications and then for Windows Form applications.
- - The class keyword
- - Value type vs reference type in .NET
- - Constructors, Properties
- - composition in C#
- - inheritance in C#
- - virtual methods
- - Interfaces, abstract classes
- - Delegates Events
- - Windows Form Applications
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